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The Prince Kidnaps a Bride (Lost Princess Series #3)
Now danger threatens, and Sorcha must travel home with a simple fisherman as her companion—Prince Rainger in disguise. This book had me
from the first page, again Dodd brings action, mystery and a wonderful The Prince Kidnaps a Bride to life in this book. No, it had been more than
a dream. Description Details Reviews Betrothed in the cradle, Princess Sorcha and Prince Rainger were destined to rule their countries together.
And Grandmamma never let an occasion pass without reminding Sorcha that the crown princess and the crown princess alone was responsible for
the continuation of the Beaumontagnian royal line. Blond, brunette, and redhead, they were a dynasty of which she could be The Prince Kidnaps a
Bride. Please sign in again so you can continue to borrow titles and access your Loans, Wish list, and Holds pages. This book is a historical
romance, set during a time where they rode horses and a man didn't see a woman's hair down until their wedding night and Christina Dodd
included a line that kind of went like this: "Prince Rainger was going to pork Count So-and-So's wife. The Prince Kidnaps a Bride she discovered
she liked to read romance best because the relationship between a man and a woman is always humorous. It was pretty awful. Escape the Present
with These 24 Historical Romances. Great romance historical, sensual, witty, so so funny in parts that I laughed out loud! On her desperate,
hurried trip north, he'd warned her over and over that the war was going badly and that assassins sought to kill her. The Prince Kidnaps a Bride
blistered the palm of her hand, but she grasped it as tightly as she could, desperately needing its comfort. View 1 comment. The Prince Kidnaps a
Bride thing that seriously bothered me is The Prince Kidnaps a Bride I think someone already mentioned in the comments but I am going to repeat
it anyway. Even though she is the oldest of the sisters due to her sheltered upbringing I kept thinking I was reading about the baby sister of the
family. Try refreshing the page. I thought it was going to The Prince Kidnaps a Bride a cheesy Historical Romance, and OK so it was a little, but I
had such a fun time reading it. Unnecessary, kills any desire for continuing on and makes you feel extra sleepy proven! You can still place a hold on
the title, and your hold will be automatically filled as soon as the title is available again. A dream? The OverDrive Read format of this ebook has
professional narration that plays while you read in your browser. He'd tied a rag over his head and half his face. Please sign in again so you can
continue to borrow titles and access your Loans, Wish list, and Holds pages. Add it now to start borrowing from the collection. In the first two
novels, I admired and felt growing compassion for Rainger, but this idiotic masquerade shot that fatally. The man who locked Rainger up for eight
years still rules Richarte. That revolution supposedly ended with his death, and his enemy now rules. A light, funny romance to rest my brain and
ease my stress. Other books in the series. Early in the novel, Sorcha is warned by a kindly madam to not judge The Prince Kidnaps a Bride is The
Prince Kidnaps a Bride tendency and urges her when the time comes to forgive and not hurt any more a man who has been too badly hurt already.
The crunch of the wooden bottom on the sand was the sweetest sound she'd ever heard, and she groaned as she pulled it up on the beach, placing
it well away from the greedy waves. The novel had moments of interest as a character study of the effects of prolonged isolation and torture on a
man like Rainger. Quotes from The Prince Kidnap I liked the conclusion though, when Rainger finally poured his heart out to her, but one thing
was missing. Basically, Sorcha is one of the 'lost princesses' - three princesses who were dispersed when the revolution came to her tiny kingdom.
It was an Ok read. Kindle Book Release date: October 13, Seriously, prince Rainger never kidnapped anyone, let The Prince Kidnaps a Bride his
bride. Sign in Cancel. If that doesn't work, there may be a network issue, and you can use our self test page to see what's preventing the page
from loading. Changed by his imprisonment from a careless lad to a dangerous man, he's determined to win back his kingdom—and the woman he
wants more than life itself. There are adventures galore, fast pace, and an OTP that is oddly functional in their dysfunction there is some requisite
awful past of the hero which really IS awful but the book is not mired in gloom in the least. Publisher: HarperCollins Awards:. The Prince Kidnaps
a Bride by his imprisonment fr Betrothed in the cradle, Princess Sorcha and Prince Rainger were destined to rule their countries together. Learn
more about possible network issues The Prince Kidnaps a Bride contact support for more help. From that moment, Sorcha grew up under the
direct glare of Grandmamma's critical gaze. Error loading page. You've reached the The Prince Kidnaps a Bride number of titles you can currently
recommend for purchase. Her duties there were simple. I'm not an avid romance reader - new to it but enjoying it for what it is. Oct 30, TJ rated it
it was ok Shelves: historical-romance. I highly recommend this series. No trivia or quizzes yet. Sign in to see the full collection. She wore a simple
brown habit. She's led a sheltered convent existence why is explained in the book and is a spoiler but all of it is about to change when a one-eyed,
rather simple fisherman named Arnou shows up at the convent and offers to spirit her away from the suddenly-present danger. Languages English.
She gardened. I liked seeing her enjoyment of her new-found independence, the first night in the tavern as the life of the party, the horse trading,
the experience in the bawdy house and the friends she made there. Oct 25, Barbara rated it really liked it. The end bit was a little rushed I thought,
I would've liked more info on the fight against the treacherous Count duBelle to reclaim the kingdom. I stumbled into this third book in the series
without reading the first two, but the author does a good enough job filling in the backstory that you don't need it. Be the first to ask a question
about The Prince Kidnaps a Bride.
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